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Abstract
In this paper webriefly describe the CoMo-Kit
systemwhich
uses knowledge-based
techniques to improveworkflowmanagementapproachesby increasingthe flexibility of the work
process and by notifying the appropriateteammembers
about
changes.
Executive

Summary

Descriptions of the work process are essential knowledge
assets of an enterprise. Theycapture what is going on in the
companyand are a basis for continuous process improvements. Usingthese descriptions directly as input for a workflow engine, without the need to implement conventional
software, allows to adapt a company’sprocesses easily to a
changing environment and changing market needs.
A process description shall consist of, at least, the tasks
which must be carded out and references to the knowledge
neededfor every task.
The CoMo-Kitapproach allows for describing processes
by linking tasks with their inputs and outputs. Additionally,
every task may contain references to world wide web
locations storing knowledgeneeded for executing the task.
By storing knowledge in Webpages, a companyis able to
provide a uniform and easy access to its knowledge.
Furthermore, the companyis able to manageknowledge by
managing some Websites. Updating knowledge is carded
out by changing the contents of one Website. Every person
accessing this knowledgefor performing a task always gets
up to date information and needs not rely on old handbooks
etc.
A problem with current workflowapproaches is that the
workflow description has to be created before the its
executionstarts. For large (engineering) projects, this is not
feasible: A detailed project plan can only be defined
incrementally ,,on the fly" and must often be adapted during

the project’s lifetime. Changeshappen! Therefore, a project
support systemhas to be able to handle them.
The CoMo-Kit system uses dependency management
techniques and notification mechanisms to enhance the
flexibility
of current workflow systems. A companymay
change its work processes at any time and the system
informs the appropriate users about this changes.
Motivation
Onaccount to global competition, the efficiency of business
processes has to be improvedresulting in a reduction of time
and moneyneeded foT-th~ process. These business objectives
lead to approaches as lean management
and business process
reengineering & optimization. Basically, the goal of these
approaches is to define and implementefficient processes
within a company. From that one can conclude that the
knowledgeabout the business processes is one of the most
important assets of a company. Knowledgeabout the processes is neededto fulfill the customersneeds, to train new
employees,and as a basis for improvingthe efficiency of the
company. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to manage
this knowledgeexplicitly.
Workflowmanagementapproaches often are introduced
in the enterprise to improve the processes. Thereby,
workflow management is defined by the workflow
managementcoalition as:
,,The automationof a business process, in wholeor part,
during which documents,information or tasks are
passed from one participant to another for action,
according to a set of procedural rules." (WorkflowManagementCoalition 1996)
A basic problemwith current workflowapproachesis that:
,,The transformation of business concepts (expressed in
Business Process Models) into information systems (for
exampleWMS)
is not a simple derivation but a creative
process which includes manyfeedback loops between
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¯ Spatial and chronologicalseparation of the tasks necessitates that the tool serves as a kind of "intelligent memory" of it’s users, in order to allow participants to
understand the rationales behind decisions and to access
relevant informations.
¯ If changes take place, the tool should automatically
inform the appropriate users. To determine the set of
users whoare affected by a change, to tool has to incorporate a notion of dependencies between information and
a generic and/or domain-specific theory for their generation (Maurer1996).

organizational and technical experts." (Galler, Haggemeyer, Scheer 1995)
Followingtheir argumentationmeansthat there is a (huge)
humaneffort in mappingthe abstract business model onto
an operational and executable workflowlanguage. Resulting from the humaneffort, there are development costs
which can not be neglected. Hence, this approach basically
is only applicable for repetitive, standardizable processes
as, for example,administrative activities as the paymentfor
traveling costs. AI techniques can be used to overcomethis
restriction by increasing the flexibility of workflowmanagement.

OurAnswers- An Overview
The CoMo-Kit Approach
The global goal of our work is to develop methods, techniques and software systems which support the planning
and execution of large-scale engineering projects. Our
approachis applied to build systems in two design domains:
Urban land-use planning and Software Engineering.
Althoughwe are particularly dealing with engineering, we
assume that our techniques are applicable in all domains
where flexible work processes have to be supported.
A closer look on our engineering applications showed
that they can be characterized by the followingfeatures:
¯ People work on different locations and at different times
on a commontask. Time and moneyare spend for planning and coordination of the work process. The plan can
not be modeledon a fine-grained level before the execution starts. Basically, the project plan must be seen as an
equivalent to a modelof the business process.
¯ Large-scale development processes are long-term processes. Requirements on the outcomemayand will, as a
fact of life, change during process execution. Therefore,
the need to revise and adapt the project plan and the
results on the fly is inherent in these processes. Change
processes are a central reason for running out of project
schedule and budget.
¯ During the process, a lot of decisions are madeby each
participant. These decisions influence each other and
base on each other. Manyof these decisions are madeon
unstable ground: required information maybe missing
whenthe decision is made. Hence, decisions maychange
over time rising the need for an automatic change management and propagation mechanism.
Thesefeatures lead to certain requirementsfor process-supporting tools whichare in the focus of our work:
¯ The tool has to support the planning of the workprocess.
The resulting plan must be mappedautomatically onto an
operational workflowmodel because an explicit implementation phase (as in two-phase workflowapproaches)
wouldbe too costly and too time consuming.

To address the mentioned problems, we integrate knowledge-based techniques with workflow management
approaches. In this paper, we give a short overviewon our
approach. An on-line web demonstration and detailed
descriptions can be found via the CoMo-Kit home page
(CoMo-Kit 1997). (Dellen, Maurer, Pews 1997) gives
detailed description of our approach. (Maurer, Paulokat
1994) describes our initial approach to dependencymanagement.
Explicit process & product models: Based on knowledge
and software engineering approaches (Breuker, van de
Velde 1994), (Br~Sckers, Lott, Rombach,Verlage 1995),
(Verlage 1994), we developed an ontology which allows
describe workprocesses. The basic notions of this ontology
are process models, methods, product models, parameters,
and agents. Usingthese concepts, users are able to define a
project plan.
Develop a workflow engine which interprets the process
models: The basic approach of knowledge-based systems,
is to distinguish between the knowledgeabout a domain
and the interpreter (or problem-solvingmethod)which uses
it. Weadopted this approach and developed an workflow
engine which uses an explicit process & product model as
input to support the execution of the project. The engine
supports project coordination, e.g. by providing worklists
for its users, and is used to exchangeinformation between
team members.
Generate dependencies between information based on the
process model: Since change managementis a must for
engineering project support, we build a generic dependency
theory into our workflow engine which automatically
extracts dependencies from the process model. Based on
these dependencies, our system is able to proactive send
notifications to users whoare effected by a change.
Allow to refine and extent the process modelon the fly: Our
system allows to alternate between planning and execution
steps. This increased flexibility is based on our interpretative approach and the change propagation: Since the workflow engine ,,sees" the current project plan only as data and
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not as programcode, it is possible to changethe plan on the
fly. Then, the change propagation mechanismsare able to
inform appropriate users about the change because it manages causal dependencies between processes and products.
This leads, for example, to updated worklists or newinputs
for a task.

CoMo-KitSystem Architecture
To build our applications, we developed the CoMo-Kitsystem which defines an ontology for project planning and
incorporates an interpreter for its operationalization.
Figure 1 shows the basic system architecture of CoMoKit. It consists of twomainparts:
¯ The Modeler defines and implements an ontology which
can be used for project planning. Using the Modeler, the
team membersare able to plan a complexdesign project.
¯ The Scheduler operationalizes the project plan. It supports the execution of a project and managesthe information produced.

ProjectPlanning
(Modeler)
plan

plan
changes

Figure I SystemArchitecture
For a newdevelopmentproject, in a first step an initial
project plan is created using the Modeler. For our
application domains, we developed generic project models
whichare initial project plans.
This plan contains descriptions of the processes to be
done, a definition of the product data structures whichmust
be created during process execution and a list of the team
membersinvolved in the design process.
The current project plan is used by our Workfiow
ManagementSystem, the CoMo-KitScheduler, to support
project execution. It interprets the plan information. It
supports team membersin their work by
¯ generating worklists,
¯ providing access to relevant information for executing a
process,
¯ forwarding results of a process to other team members,
¯ allowing to delegate processes to other team members,
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¯ supporting the supervision and managementof delegated
processes,
¯ notifying the appropriate persons about changes within
the project, and
¯ enabling further project planning using already available
results of the project.
Our approach incorporates several techniques knownfrom
AI: Building explicit domainmodels and interpreter for
them is a basic AI approach. Truth maintenance systems
and their extensions were developedin AI as well as rulebased techniques.

Applications
Our approach is applied to two design domains: Urban
Land-Use Planning and Software Engineering, which will
be introducedin this section.
Urban Land-Use Planning
In Germany,municipalities are responsible for determining
and controlling the future developmentof the cities. One
step in doing this, is to workout a legally binding land-use
plan. This plan consists of textual stipulations and stipulations by drawing, which determine the type and degree of
building and land use for areas within the municipality. For
example,they might state that a certain area has to be a residential-only area (type of building and land use), or specify
the maximum
amountof storeys allowed and the heights of
physical structures (degree of building and land use).
Legally binding land-use planning is part of local legislation and therefore there are certain requirementsfor the process of planningas well as for the plan itself. The procedure
of setting up a plan has to be traceable, and consistent with
the law.
For this domain, we used our techniques to build a
systemwhichgives intelligent support to an urban planner.
The IBP-System(Intelligenter Bebauungsplan- Intelligent
Land-Use Plan) focuses on the process of transforming
first design study into the legally binding plan (Maurer,
Pews 1996).
Setting up a plan might take several years time, during
which participants and planners might change. Therefore it
is extremely important for anybodyworking with this plan
to keep in mind the dependencies and rationales for all
stipulations. Moreover,there is a great benefit from prestructuring the urban planning process, in order to makethe
process moreefficient.
The IBP-Project is an interdisciplinary research project
between three research groups in Computer Science,
Environmental Planning and Jurisprudence. In two years"
work, we set up a detailed model capturing the knowledge
of the design process and the involved legal knowledge.

Based on this, we built a support system for land-use
planning which keeps track of the planning process and
provides information filtering and tool (CAD,Geographic
Information System/GIS)configuration for these planning
tasks.
Process centered software development
In Software Engineering, the need for process engineering
has becomeobvious. In order to improvethe software process and the software itself, process modeling,project planning and management, change control,
quality
measurement
and reuse have to be introduced. For this, several process centered software development systems to
guide, reason about, control, and coordinate software processes have been developed.
Twocharacteristics of software processes that influence
research in this area are their long duration wherenecessary
changes occur, and the large contingent of creative
processes, which cannot be automated. Therefore,
computerbased project planning and enactment support has
to be flexible and to leave roomfor situation dependent
decisions by the user. The methodsand techniques of our
approach provide solutions for computer based software
process support, with respect to both characteristics.
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